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Abstract eases is the occurrence of liquid •urface layers on
the solid surface in the vicinity of the jet itself

This paper presents the f i rs t  results of a study (Raf . (5) and (6)). Since the flow velocity in the
~i.ed at delineating the processes leading to igni— boundary layer imeedistely above this liquid sur—
tion of liquid fuel jets injected transverse to a face is wech lower than that in the vicinity of the
hot supe rsonic air stream. The tests were con— jet as it penetrates out , one .ight expect ignitiom
ducted at hach 1.8 With S nominal stagnation to occur first near the liquid surface layer due to
pressure of 100 paid and stagnation temperatures the resultant increased residenc• tine.
from 500— 1800’?. Kerosene, CS2 and water were used
as the injecte nes. The observation . wa re in the This paper presents the first results of a study
form of dfr ect , top—view photos , t~~~erature nsa— aimed directly at delineating the proc esses of m i —
uur ~~~nts and top—view , infra red Thernsgrapbic tial ignition in the vicinity of a liquid fuel jet
photos to produce isotherm pattern.. Attention was injected tran sverse to a hot , supersonic air stream.
directed , in particular , at the surface layer The tests ware conducted in a new , spec ially con-
formed on the wall near the injection port. stru cted hot air facility that ~~~loys electric

resistance heat ing. The freestr eaa conditions were
Nosunclature M.l.$ , P0 — 100 psia and 500 ~ T~ � l800 ?. Kero-

sene and CS2 ware injected through a 0.030 in. port
Inj ectan t flow rate perpendicular to the surface. Water injection cx—

N Mach number p.riasnts ware run as control cases. The principal
observatio ns are top-view direct photo gra ph. and

Stagnat ion pressure infrared photographs with a Thermographic camera to
produce colored isotherm picture.. TemperatureStagnat ion t emperature probing with fine ther mocouples was also accom-

Wall t~~~.rature pu shed.
f; Wall t~~~ersture under the liquid layer Exp.rla,neal Apparatus

Rot Air Pacilj~yIntroduction

The hot air for the supersonic stream was PrO—
The flow field produced by the transverse i*j.c- duced by a new, specially designed facility

tion of a liquid jet into a supersonic stream 1. of ~~~loying a long, thick—walled Inconel 601* tube
that was heated by electrical resistance heatingdirect interest in a wide vari .ty of practical sys— s:~~ Pig. Ho. 1). The electric power was supp liedtans. One can cite fuel inject ion in scr jeta,

local transpiration cooling of re—entry bodies ,
thru st vector control in rocket noggi.. and .xt.r- CORRUGATED
nal burning on proj ectiles. Prev ious ~~~~rinsntal ALUMINUM INSULATION
•tudi*s by one of us and pr vious co—workers and SHEETS 1 5” ThIC K
others (Hat . (1) — (10)) have served to docuesnt
th. development of the flow in terme of penetration,
break-up and atonizat ion for non-combustible inj .c-
tanta. However, many of the practical applications.
necessarily involve combustion. Since it is well

_______ AX’hoown fro. other type. of probl that heat release ______-

~~~~~ feature encavered in our previ~~s non-burning

INhas a dramatic effect upon a flow field , it appears
necessary now to proceed to studies directly i~volw—
ing these pheno.sna.

OUTstudies that ii potentially importent for burning

_________ 38’ 
_______

* This work was supported by the Air Parc. Office 40 VOLTSof Scientific Research with Dr. I. T. Wolf son U iooo *esTechnical Monitor . Several people worked on pew
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J. lucy, J. Van Ororees, T. Mayfeb ~~ Pig. Ho. 1 — Details of the Heat ed Air Facility
I. deionin
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through a bank of six Plaamatron PS-20 trans-
formers. -

The effective, average wall temperature of the
tube over its length was determined by a simple
thermal expansion gauge. This provided an adequate I

and rugged means of setting test conditions. From I

rupture etrength considerations at 130 paid, a pru—
dent maxtimin of 1800°F was selected for the wall
temperature. Due to the long length of the tube,
the exit air temperature, as measured in the plenum
chamber ahead of the nozzle throat, was always very
close to the average pipe wall temperature. .... .~~ tl ” •t.

It is important to note that this facility pro— —

duces uncontaminated, dust—free sir. This is
considered crucial for sensitive ignition studies. i

The nozzle used for the present test program is an
shown in Fig. No. 2. It produced a flow of N — 1.8 H -—
at the injection station. The nozzle is fitted ~~~ • 

-, ‘
with stagnation and static pressure taps, and, per— —— ‘ ‘
hap. moat importantly, two wall temperature -

measurement devices. The arrangement for both is
shown in Fig. No. 3. One instrument is located at
the same axial location as the injector, but well Fig. No. 3 — Wall Temperature Instruments

away from it around the nozzle. The other is
located near the injector in a region that we cx— Injection System
pected to be covered by the liquid layer based upon
our previous work (Ref. (6)). Injectant liquids were driven through the port

~~~ from a cylinder pressurized with nitrogen. The sys—
i ten involved an elaborate interlocked purge system

- - - with fail—safe features. The Injectant flow rate
- _____ was measured by a Ramapo Model V—u/2—SS drag body

~, 
flow meter.

- ‘ All tests reported here were conducted at a flow

- . rate of 0.026 I/sec.

Automatic Operation

The tests were run by means of a pre—progra ed
timer system. This was important in insuring re-
peatable and safe operation.

Instrumentation

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~ Pressure measurements were made with strain
gauge type pressure transducer. with the signals

• 
recorded on strip chart recorders.

Temperature measurements were obtained using
Chroasl—Aluael thermocouples again recorded on strip

n~~~~~ t sects chart recorders.

Pig. No. 2 — Test Nozzle Direct, top—view photographs were made with a f
2.9, 2.75 in. diam, lena and a 4 x 5 Craflex camera

The air supply comes from a Bury V3-3—8, 600 psi using Polaroid type 57 sheet film. Short duration
compressor through a 70 cubic feet surge tank, a lighting was provided by single pulses (0.4 usec
Grove dome pressure regulator operated parallel to duration) from a Strobotac Type 1531—Al. The phy.i—
a pre—aet throttling value and a ball , on—off ccl arrangement is sketched in Pig. No. 4. This
value , provided magnification of approximately 2 x 1.

With all this , accurate , repeatable va lues of The most informative observations utilized a
the air stagnation pressure and temperature were Thermovision Model 680 Thermographic camera. This
conveniently attainable. c r a  takes infrared images and processes then

internal ly to produce ten color, isotherm band
image. of the field of view on a color TV screen.
The AT for each isotherm band as well as the t~~~er-
ature level of the center of the ra nge are
adj ustable over a wide range. Our work ~~~loys a
camera setting of f 14. intensity of 200, and a 6.01
transmission gray filter for high temperature cases.
Photographs of the color TV image were taken with

2 
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Polaroid type 58 sheet f ilm and a Graflex 4 x 5 layer of 160°F, while that away from the injection
camera. The viewing path was the same as that for port was 530°F. It is also interesting to note

,, the direct photos above and the layout is shown in that a much lower air temperature of 1000°? pro—
• Fig. 140. 5. duced only a slightly lower value of 150°F under

the liquid .

I~
3
~

— • Clearly , wall temperature will be an important— — 
• 

— -r 
~ 

parameter in establishing conditions for ignition,
• but an appropriate value or combination of values

Sust be utilized. We will present further results
along with the photographic observations below.

~ 
Direct, T0Ø—Vlew Photog~tphs

I, . Typical direct , top—view photographs for water
injection at various air temperatures from 780 � T~,�1600 °F are shown in Fig. No. 6a, b, c. The flow

• 
• • is from left to right. The oblong hole in the mid—

~~~~~ die of the picture is the air nozzle exit, and the
white streak going off towards the right is the
image of the main liquid jet. To the left and

~~~~~~~ 

above and below the front of this streak, one can
• see the liquid surface layer mentioned before. Our

tests here produced results completely in accord
with the cold flow tests of Ref. (6). As the air
temperature is increased, the layer becomes less
distinct and apparently thinner, but it is stillFig. No. 4 — Optical Layout for Direct Photos clearly evident with an air temperature of 1600°?.

Similar photos for CS2 injection are given in
Fig. No. 7a, b, c. These are for the same mass
flow rate as those above, but since CS2 has a ape—

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

- ~
‘° cific gravity of 1.26, the volume flow is reduced.

-~~~ Nonetheless, the CS2 jets are larger when viewed
from above than the 2120 jets. This is presumably a

‘°. “ result of the lower vapor pressure of CS2 which
produced more rapid spreading. Again, the liquid
surface layers are visible at all air temperatures.
Due to slight differences in lighting, one can see
more evidence of the waves on the liquid surface

-~~ that were observed before (Ref. (6)) than in Figs.
No. 6a , b , c .

While photos of this type are interesting and
show many features of the flow, they cannot be
reliably used to provide clear evidence of ignition.
In Fig. No. 8a, b, and c, we show some photos f or
kerosene and water injection at an air temperature
of 1600°F and kerosene at 1500 and 1600°F. Thi.
appears to indicate ignition for the higher temper-
ature case with kerosene, but it is not possible to
be certain on this basis alone.

Pig. No. 5 — Optical Layout for Thermographic T~~~erIture Probing
Photos

In an attempt to obtain more precise supporting
data , we conducted an exploratory study with a
small (.010 in. dian.) sheathed thermocouple held

Reiults j ust above the liquid layer to the side of the main
jet body. In one case, this indicated a large dif—

Wall Tsenerature Measurements ference in temperature between CS2 and 2120 injec-
tion at the same nominal conditions — CS2 produced

The well t~~~eratures csured by the two thstru— the higher temperature. Again, this would seem to
msnts — one under the liquid layer and one well indicate ignition. However, we encountered severe
r~~~ved from it — showed significant and large dli— problems with frequent thermocouple burn-up. Also,
ferences over the ibole range of the tests single point probing is tedious and difficult ,
conducted due obviously to local cooling . Th. since one cannot be sure of being in the right
direct top—view photos of type to be presented place at the right tiae.
below were used to insure that the first instrumsnt
was, indeed • covered by liquid on the surface .

To illustrate the important differences observed ,
a case with H~0 injection with an air t~~~erature
of 1550°F showed a temperature under the liquid

• — __ -_ . -_ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ — — ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ —
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(a) T
0 

— 780 °F , T
~ 

— 320°F, V — 145 F (a) T — 1100°F, Tw — 490°F, 
~~ 

— l35’F

(b) T
0 — 1300~ F , T - 520 F, V — l~ 5° F (b) T

0 
— 1400°F, Tw — 5l0’F, 

~~ 
l57 F

- .

•-  - ~~~ -

a. 1
~~

(c) T — 1600°?, Tv — 600’?, V — 160’P (c) T0 — 1600°F, Tw — 630°?, i’; —

Fig. No. 6 Direct Photos of H20 Injection Fig, No, 7 9irect Photos of CS2 Injection
0.026 #15cc m

j — 0.026 f/sec
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Infra red~ Top—View Photogrs~hs

p As mentioned before , the Thermographic Camera
produces 10. color images on a TV screen which we
then photographed with Polaroid color film. The

• resulting pictures are both technically informative
and aesthetically beautiful, and it is unfortunate
that they cannot be directly reproduced here. Too
black and white copies are given in Fig. No. 9a and
b. With the use of an opaque projector, the color
images were projected on a wall where they could be
traced and made into black and white drawings with
the colored isotherm bands identified by bands with
different symbols. Some typical results ere shown
in Fig. No. lOs and b.

In Figs. No. 9 and 10, the flow is from left to
right. The oblong shape in the center is the
oblique view of the nozzle exit. The jet cones out
of the far nozzle wall in the center and trails off

(a) H
20 Injec tion , T — 16011°F to the right. The main body of the jet produces

0 the jagged protrusion to the right of the vertical
oblong. The liquid surface layer is the bulged—in,
multi—banded region just to the left of the jet
itself. All of this csn be much better understood
by referring to the direct photos in Figs. No. 6, 7
and 8 which are taken with the same optical path.

These results were obtained using the Thermo—
graphic camera outside of its no rmal calibration

______ 
range for direc t temperature measurements . Also ,
the effective emissivity of the stainless steel
nozzle walls and the liquid surface layer itself
are difficul t to assess accurately. Lastly, there
is the question of the “shape fac tor” of the sur—
facea involved. All of these effects conspire to
make it difficult to use these photos directly to
determine accurate absolute temperature levels in
the flow field. All of these matters are under
current study, and we expect to be producing re-
sults with more reliable precision shortly. For
thi, paper, we have used the admittedly crude tech-
nique of correlating the different temperatures

(b) Kerosene Injection , T — 1500°F with the wall temperatures measured sway from the
liquid layer. The rest of the variation was assumed
linear.

(c) Kerosene Injection , T0 — l600’F

(a) T — 590°F, T’ l80 P (b) ‘1 615°F, T’ l65’F
Fig. No. 8 Direct Photos of 1120 — - -4 w W V V

Kerosene Injection
Pig. No. 9 - Black and White Photos of Color

Thermographic Pictures. cS~, T0—1625’F

5
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Conclusion

Several conclusions can be made on the basis
of these first results using a new test technique

• to study fuel j~t ignition. First, an electrical ly
heated , hot air supply of this simple design is
very useful and convenient for this type of study.
Second, direct photographs do not provide an accu-
rate and reliab le indication of ignition. Last ,
the Thermographic camera has great potential for
many kinds of studies in this general area.
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